Re ned quantum invariants for closed three-manifolds with links and spin structures are extended to a Topological Quantum Field Theory. By a`universal construction', one associates, to surfaces with structure, modules which are shown to be free of nite rank. These modules satisfy the multiplicativity axiom of TQFT in an extended Z=2-graded sense, and their ranks are given by a spin re ned version of the`Verlinde formula'. The relationship with the`unspun' theory is given by a natural`transfer map'.
Introduction
A Topological Quantum Field Theory (TQFT) in dimension 3 is a functor from a 2 + 1-dimensional cobordism category to a category of modules, satisfying certain axioms. This terminology was introduced by Atiyah 1 ] following Witten's 32] interpretation, in terms of quantum eld theory, of the Jones polynomial invariant of links in the 3-sphere. The TQFT-axioms imply that the functor is determined by its values on closed bordisms. These lie in the ground ring, and are 3-manifold invariants. They are sometimes called quantum invariants. Existence of quantum invariants was rst proven by Reshetikhin and Turaev 28] . Other constructions of invariants were given e.g. in 6, 16, 17, 18, 19, 27, 31] . A construction of TQFT-functors based on the invariants of 6] was given in 8].
Re ned quantum invariants which depend non-trivially on a choice of spin structure on the manifold were constructed independently by Kirby and Melvin 16] , Turaev 29] (using quantum groups), and the rst author 5] (using the Kau man bracket 13]). As a special case, these invariants include (a version of) the well-known classical Rohlin (or -)invariant. A formula of 5, 16, 29] asserts that the sum of the spin invariants of a closed 3-manifold is equal to the`unspun' invariant. The question arises of how this generalizes on the level of TQFT's. A partial answer was given already in 8] where it was shown Note to the expert reader: This revised version of a preprint of June 1994 contains a more detailed treatment of orientation reversal of relative spin structures, and the tricky sign questions involved. This has lead to the elimination of a minus sign in the extended multiplicativity formula 13.1.
1 that the V 8k -module of a surface is naturally decomposed into a direct sum of submodules associated to spin structures on the surface.
The philosophy of 8] was to start from the 3-manifold invariant, extend it by a universal construction to a functor on a cobordism category, and then prove the TQFT-axioms. In the present paper, we use the same philosophy but start from the spin re ned invariants. The aim is to nd out what a`Spin TQFT' should be, and to understand its relationship with the`unspun' theory.
We consider a series of functors V s 8k on 2 + 1-dimensional spin cobordism categories C s 8k . (The indexing by 8k , k 1, is for notational coherence with 8].) These functors are constructed from (a suitable renormalization of) the spin invariants of 5]. They are quantization functors (in the sense of 8]), and satisfy surgery properties and (spin) Kau man relations at a primitive 16k-th root of unity.
There are three main results. The rst is that the V s 8k -modules associated to surfaces are free of nite rank (theorem 7.3). We also give, in the last section, explicit dimension formulae depending on the genus of the surface and the Arf invariant of the spin structure.
The second main result concerns the V s 8k -modules associated to disjoint unions. It turns out that the functors V s 8k do not satisfy the usual multiplicativity axiom of TQFT, but an`extended' tensor product formula (theorem 13.1). Rather than viewing this as a aw of the theory, we consider this as an interesting new feature.
In the language of 8], the extended multiplicativity property can be naturally expressed in terms of bimodules over algebroids (see remark 14.3) . Another way of describing it is explained in section 18: One may consider V s 8k as the even part of a Z=2-graded functor V s 8k such that the V s 8k -module of a disjoint union satis es a tensor product formula in a Z=2-graded sense.
The third main result is a complete answer to the question raised above, i.e. a description of the relationship between the spin functors V s 8k and the`unspun' TQFT-functors V 8k of 8] . This is given by a transfer map from the unspun theory to the spin theory (theorem 15.3). The transfer map identi es the spin submodules found in 8] with thè zero graded parts' of the V s 8k -modules. In particular, this means that the spin theory is strictly richer than the unspun theory.
The proofs of these results are organized as follows. On the one hand, we establish structural results about the V s 8k -functors such as the decomposition theorem 9.2 and the extended multiplicativity formula 13.1. On the other hand, we prove the transfer theorem. Taken together, these determine the spin theory completely, and allow us to deduce the niteness result from the niteness result for the unspun theory proved in 8].
An important technical ingredient of this paper is the notion of spin structure complementary to a link or graph (see also Gilmer 9] ). In section 2, we develop an obstruction theory for such structures, which we also call`singular' spin structures. As a byproduct, we de ne in section 3 the spin Jones-Kau man skein module, and obtain some information on the forgetful map from the spin skein module to the usual one.
The main results of this paper were announced in 21].
Note. As is well known, TQFT's are closely related to representations of mapping class groups. The transfer theorem may be used to compare the representations arising from the spin theory with those of the unspun theory. In 22] , this is applied to reprove and generalize a result of G. Wright 33] concerning the Birman-Craggs homomorphisms from the Torelli group to Z=2. Convention. In this paper, an integer k 1 will be xed. Invariants and functors will be generally indexed by 8k. But the subscript will be quite often omitted, to simplify notation.
Basic de nitions
Convention. All manifolds are supposed to be compact, smooth, and oriented. The closed interval 0; 1] is denoted by I. Spin structures and w 2 -structures. The notion of a spin structure on an oriented manifold M may be de ned homotopy-theoretically as a lift of a classifying map of the stable tangent bundle of M to the classifying space BSpin. In this paper, we need to distinguish between an actual lift and its homotopy class. This leads to the de nition of w 2 -structures below (analogous to the de nition of p 1 -structures in 8]). The namè w 2 -structures' is because the bration spin : BSpin ! BSO is induced by a map BSO ! K(Z=2; 2) corresponding to the second Stiefel-Whitney class w 2 .
Let Spin denote the pull-back ? spin ( SO ) of the universal stable vector bundle SO over BSO. Recall that if M is a manifold (always supposed to be oriented, by the convention above), there is a`classifying' map f : M ! BSO and an orientation preserving isomorphism between the stable tangent bundle of M, M , and f ? ( SO ). Equivalently, there is a bundle morphism F from M to SO , which is an orientation preserving linear isomorphism on each ber.
De nition 1.1 A w 2 -structure on a manifold M is a bundle morphism from the stable tangent bundle of M, M , to Spin , which is an orientation preserving linear isomorphism on each ber. A spin structure on M is a homotopy class of w 2 -structures.
This de nition of spin structure is equivalent to the usual one, given e.g. in 26, 15] Orientation reversal. Given a w 2 -structure on a closed manifold , we de ne the orientation reversed w 2 -structure on ? (the manifold with reversed orientation) by composing with the automorphism of which is the orthogonal re ection in the direction of the rst stabilization.
If M has non-empty boundary @M, using the`outward normal vector rst' convention, @M is identi ed with the restriction of M to @M. If a w 2 -structure is given on M, its restriction to the boundary @M is de ned using this identi cation. Notice that if the opposite normal vector were used, one would get precisely the orientation reversed w 2 -structure on ?@M.
If a w 2 -structure is given on @M, then we call relative spin structure a homotopy class (rel. boundary) of w 2 -structures on M extending .
If a relative spin structure on M is given, we de ne the orientation reversed relative spin structure as follows. Pick a unit vector eld in the stable tangent bundle of M extending the outward normal vector eld on @M, and consider the w 2 -structure obtained by composing a w 2 -structure representing the given relative spin structure with the automorphism of M which is the orthogonal re ection in the direction of the chosen vector eld. By obstruction theory, such a vector eld exists and is unique up to homotopy (rel. boundary). Therefore the induced relative spin structure on ?M is well de ned. It depends only on the given relative spin structure on M.
Observe that with this de nition, orientation reversal commutes with restriction to the boundary.
Links, graphs, and complementary spin structures. We are going to study`singular' w 2 -or spin structures on 2-or 3-manifolds; in the de nition below (see also 9]), the link appears as the singularity of the structure. Here link in a 3-manifold M stands for smoothly embedded circles, or segments ending tranversally in the boundary of M.
De nition 1.2 Let K be a link in a 2-or 3-manifold (possibly with boundary). A spin structure complementary to K is a spin structure on M ?K which does not extend across any component of K.
A w 2 -structure complementary to K is a w 2 -structure on M ? K such that the induced spin structure is complementary to K.
A w 2 -or spin structure complementary to a link will sometimes be called a singular w 2 -or spin structure.
In the following, we will speak of a banded link in a 3-manifold M for a nite number of smoothly embedded oriented copies of either S A coloring of a banded link is an assignment of a color to each component of the link. A w 2 -or spin structure complementary to a colored link is de ned to be one complementary, in the sense previously de ned, to the odd colored sublink.
An admissible coloring of a 3-valent banded graph is an assignment of a color to each edge, in such a way that colors adjacent to a 2-valent vertex are equal, colors a; b; c adjacent to a 3-valent vertex are subject to the admissibility condition ja ? bj c a + b ; a + b + c even.
A w 2 -or spin structure complementary to a colored banded graph is one complementary, in the sense previously de ned, to the odd colored subgraph (which is in a natural way a banded link.)
Glueing and Cobordism categories. Let 3 . Note that the di eomorphism class rel. boundary of M 00 is determined by the di eomorphism classes rel. boundary of M and M 0 . In this way, one obtains a category, whose objects are closed surfaces, whose morphisms are di eomorphism classes (rel. boundary) of 3-dimensional cobordisms, and composition is given by glueing. Taking di eomorphism classes ensures that composition is well de ned and associative, and the product manifold, I (with the obvious inclusions of into the boundary) represents the identity morphism of .
The spin cobordism category. A collection of objects and (co)bordisms`as above' will be called a cobordism category. We shall only be concerned with cobordism categories where objects and morphisms are as above, but enriched with additional structure. For example, we may consider an extension of the above to the case where the objects (surfaces) are equipped with w 2 -structures, and the cobordisms are equipped with relative spin structures. (Here, we demand that the inclusions i j preserve the w 2 -structures.) If the surfaces 1 , 2 , 3 are equipped with w 2 -structures, and the cobordisms M, M 0 are equipped with relative spin structures, then there is a well de ned relative spin structure on the composite cobordism M 00 . Hence, one obtains again a category, which might be called the spin cobordism category.
Convention. When speaking of a cobordism M from 1 to 2 , we shall from now on, for notational reasons, omit mention of the inclusions i j , and pretend @M is equal to ? 1 q 2 . p 1 -structures ( 8] ). Let X : X ! BSO be a map, and let X be the pull-back of the universal bundle SO to X. A (precise) X-structure on a manifold N is a bundle morphism from the stable tangent bundle of N to X , which is an orientation preserving linear isomorphism on each ber. We have already discussed the case X = BSpin, where the corresponding X-structure is called a w 2 -structure. Consider the space X p 1 which is 1 Recall that by convention, all manifolds are assumed compact and oriented. 5 the homotopy ber of the map BSO ?! K(Z; 4) corresponding to the rst Pontryagin class p 1 . Then an X p 1 -structure is called a p 1 -structure. (Another example for X is the classifying space of the trivial group, where the corresponding structure is a (stable) framing.) The notions of relative p 1 -structure, orientation reversal, and p 1 -cobordism category, are de ned as for w 2 4] .) The resulting theory should be essentially the same. d) We have introduced w 2 -structures on surfaces because it is convenient when it comes to glueing cobordisms together, and natural (at least from the point of view of obstruction theory). But one could use a weaker notion where one would use spin structures on surfaces, plus a trivialization at a point in each component.
Obstruction theory for singular spin structures
It is well known ( 26] , 15]) that a manifold M admits spin structures if and only if its second Stiefel-Whitney class w 2 (M) is zero, and in this case the set of spin structures is a nely isomorphic to H 1 (M; Z=2). 6 The generalization to the relative case is as follows: Let be a submanifold of M, with trivialized normal bundle. The stable tangent bundle is then identi ed with the restriction over of M . In this context a w 2 -structure on M induces one on , and the extension problem makes sense. For later use, we note the following special case. The set Spin( Ijl I; @I) of relative spin structures on the identity cobordism ( ; l) I has a group structure given by the composition of cobordisms. By proposition 2.2, this group is isomorphic to H 1 ( I; @I; Z=2) = H 0 ( ; Z=2). (The element 0 2 H 0 ( ; Z=2) corresponds to the product extension.) Now Spin( Ijl I; @I) acts by glueing on the set Spin(MjK; ). Thus we have a natural action of H 0 ( ; Z=2) on Spin(MjK; ). Lemma 2.4 Under this action, the augmentation class 1 2 H 0 ( ; Z=2) acts as the identity on Spin(MjK; ), hence the action factors through the reduced group f H 0 ( ; Z=2). Proof. The action corresponds to the connecting homomorphism H 0 ( ; Z=2) ! H 1 (M; ; Z=2), and since the class 1 comes from H 0 (M; Z=2), the result follows. Note. As is well known, the Kau man bracket is essentially equivalent to Jones' original V -polynomial 12]. But for our purposes, the Kau man bracket is more convenient.
The following is an extension of the above de nition to the case of singular spin structures.
De nition 3.1 Let M be a closed 3-manifold. The spin Jones-Kau man module of M, denoted by K s (M), is the -module freely generated by the pairs (K; s), where K is a Forgetting the relative spin structure de nes a map from K s (M; l; ) to the usual relative skein module, denoted by K(M; l). This is the same as quotienting out by the natural action of the group H 1 (M; @M; Z=2) on K s (M; l; ). For u 2 H 2 (M; @M; Z=2), let K u (M; l; ) be the submodule of K(M; l) generated by those K with obstruction w 2 (MjK; ) equal to u. Using proposition 2.2.c), one has the following: Proposition 3.3 The relative skein module K(M; l) is the direct sum of the submodules K u (M; l; ), for u 2 H 2 (M; @M; Z=2). The image of the forgetful map is precisely K 0 (M; l; ). Remark 3.4 1) Note that it follows from proposition 2.2.b) that K u (M; l; ) is non-zero for all u.
2) The direct sum decomposition of K(M; l) is independent of the w 2 -structure on ? l. Only the indexing of the submodules depends on it; in fact, it depends only on the induced spin structure ], in the following way. Note. An interesting example is M = S 2 S 1 . Its spin Jones-Kau man module is computed in 23]. 4 Kirby calculus for singular spin structures The Kirby calculus 14] describes 3-manifolds in terms of banded links in the 3-sphere. It is well known how to describe spin structures in terms of characteristic sublinks (see 5, 16] ). In this section, we generalize this to the case of singular spin structures.
Assume that M is presented as the result of surgery on a framed link L in the 3-sphere S 3 
Here the point between two distinct components stands for the linking number in S 3 , and L i L i is the framing coe cient. We now prove proposition 4.1. A spin structure on a manifold M can also be de ned as a cohomology class in H 1 (P M ; Z=2), where P M is the oriented frame bundle (see 26, 15] ).
If M is 3-dimensional we can evaluate this cohomology class on a banded knot, which represents a 1-cycle in P M . (The result does not depend on the orientation of the core of the banded knot.) Note that the evaluation of this cohomology class on a trivial banded knot with writhe zero is not zero, but one.
Lemma 4.4 Given a link L = (L 1 ; : : :; L n ) in S 3 and a sequence 1 ; : : :; n in Z=2, there exists a unique spin structure on S 3 ? L such that for all j, the evaluation of on the meridian m j (viewed as a banded knot in the obvious way using the meridinal disk) is j .
Proof. Let 0 be the spin structure on S 3 ? L induced by the unique spin structure on S 3 . Then Spin(S 3 ? L) = 0 + H 1 (S 3 ? L; Z=2) , and < 0 + c; m j >= 1+ < c; j > , where j is the core of the banded meridian m j . The lemma follows.
Remark. Observe that the evaluation of on a banded knot in S 3 ? L is 1 + + P j (1 ? j )( L j ) . Proof of 4.1 Spin structures complementary to K in M are in one to one correspondence with cohomology classes on the oriented frame bundle of S 3 ?(L K) which take the value 0 on the meridians around components of K, and the value 1 on the preferred longitude 11 of the components of L. Using the lemma, we may describe such a spin structure by a sequence of j 's. The j 's corresponding to K are zero, and the remaining j 's must satisfy conditions given by the remark above. These conditions are equivalent to the condition in the statement of 4.1, since the i corresponding to a component L i of L is zero if and only if L i is in the characteristic sublink C corresponding to the spin structure. 5 The invariant spin 8k (M) In this section, we generalize the invariants of 5] to three-manifolds with banded link and complementary spin structure. 2 Although we can de ne a spin invariant for each root of unity whose order is not congruent to 8 modulo 16, we suppose here that A is a primitive 16k-th root of unity. The reason is that in other cases, the invariant depends only weakly on the spin structure (see 5]).
The coe cient ring. Let k 1 be a xed integer. We suppose that is a ring 
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The invariant spin . Following is a topological invariant of (M; K; ).
Remark. Thus, an element of n T m is a linear combination of (n; m)-tangles, taken modulo skein relations. Composition of tangles makes the collection of these -modules into a -algebroid. In particular, if n = m, n T n is a -algebra, called the Temperley-Lieb algebra on n strings. If i 4k ? 1, this algebra has a unique central idempotent f i with the property that f i annihilates all tangles that factor through a (j; j)-tangle with j < i. (These idempotents were rst considered (in a di erent language) by Jones 11] and Wenzl 30] .)
Extension to 3-manifolds This follows essentially from the involutivity of the invariant < > spin . A detailed proof will be given in the next section.
De nition 7.2 The module V s ( ) is de ned to be the quotient of V s ( ) by the radical of the form < ; > spin .
The A precise description of V s ( ) will be given. An interesting point will be to discuss multiplicativity. We shall see in section 12 that the obvious map V s ( 1 ) V s ( 2 ) ! V s ( 1 q 2 ) need not be an isomorphism. However we will show that the theory satis es some kind of Z=2-graded multiplicativity property.
Glueing and orientation reversal
Let be an object of C s . As already said in section 2, the set of relative spin structures on I is canonically identi ed with H 0 ( ; Z=2). So, to each c 2 H 0 ( ; Z=2) is associated a cobordism ( I) c , between and itself (we choose the trivial extension of the p 1 -structure).
The I of , where the rst one, , say, is constant in the time direction, and the second one, 0 , say, is inward at both ends. Our problem is to compare the w 2 -and p 1 -structure on (? ) I obtained by using the re ections in the direction of and 0 respectively. Using we get the cobordism ((? ) I) 0 which acts trivially. A moment's thought shows that using 0 we get ((? ) I) 1 . This proves the lemma. Note. The point here is that the re ection in the direction of the vector eld t 7 ! (cos t; sin t) in the stable tangent bundle of the interval I (where R 0 is the tangent direction, and 0 R is the direction of the rst stabilization), gives the non-trivial relative spin structure on ?I. Note however that the induced relative p 1 -structure is trivial, so that this technical problem can be ignored for p 1 Remark 8.4 In the special case where 1 or 3 is empty, lemma 2.4 implies that the insertion of ((? 2 ) I) 1 does not change the relative spin structure, and hence can be omitted.
Note. It is possible to de ne orientation reversal in such a way as to get a functor, by making the de nition of the orientation reversed manifold dependent on the way it is regarded as a cobordism. For simplicity, we have chosen not to do this here.
Proof of lemma 7.1. We must show that the form < ; > spin is hermitian. Let M; M 0 be bordisms with boundary . By the involutivity of the invariant < > spin , it su ces to show that the spin and p 1 -structure on M 0 (?M) is equal to the orientation reversal of the spin and p 1 It remains to prove proposition 9.1. It is a consequence of the following more general lemma.
Lemma 9.4 Suppose C is a cobordism between 0 and 1 , whose underlying manifold is I, then Z s C : V s ( 0 ) ! V s ( 1 ) is an isometric isomorphism.
Proof. First we observe that w 2 -or p 1 -structures on I are nothing but homotopies between the w 2 -or p 1 -structures on 0 and 1 . Let C 0 be the cobordism between 1 and 0 corresponding to the inverse homotopies, then the cobordism C 1 C 0 is equivalent to the trivial ( 0 I) 0 . We deduce that Z C and Z C 0 are inverse isomorphisms. shows that the spin structure on the connected sum does not depend on the relative spin structure on D 1 S 2 ), or replacing a component M i by its connected sum with (S 2 S 1 ) 0 or (S 2 S 1 ) 1 (which have the same invariant, see remark 6.4). Using the fact that the invariant spin is multiplicative under connected summing, one checks that in each case one gets the required factor. Notation. Let Note. For " = 0, the above is surgery in the spin category, whereas for " = 1, it is characteristic' surgery. One can show that existence of ! 0 satisfying the spin surgery formula implies existence of ! 1 satisfying the characteristic surgery formula.
The following is a key result for the computation of V s ( ).
Lemma 10.1 Let be an object of C s , and N be a connected 3-manifold with boundary . Note. In section 3, the spin Jones-Kau man module K s (N; l; ) was de ned only for uncolored links. This de nition can be extended to colored links and graphs using the notion of expansion explained above. We leave this to the reader, as it isn't needed in the sequel.
Convention. To simplify language, a bordism M in C s with underlying manifold N will from now on be called a structure in N. Also, all manifolds are assumed to be equipped with p 1 -structures which won't be mentioned explicitly any more.
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We denote by S 2 (i 1 ; : : :; i ) a sphere with a -component banded link colored by (i 1 ; : : : ; i ) (i 1 + : : : + i must be even). We can compute the following examples. Note that in a) -e) below, the complementary relative spin structure is unique. Proof. First of all, we may suppose i 1 , i 2 are even (otherwise there is no complementary spin structure on S 2 (i j )). By lemma 10.1, the module V s (?S 2 (i 1 ) q S 2 (i 2 )) is generated by bordisms M, with S 2 I as underlying manifold. One can suppose that the graph is contained in a tube D 2 I. By example b) of section 11, it follows that V s (?S 2 (i 1 )qS 2 (i 2 )) is zero except if i 1 = i 2 . Moreover V s (?S 2 (i) q S 2 (i)) is generated by bordisms whose underlying manifold is S 2 (i) I, i.e., by (S 2 (i) I) 0 and (S 2 (i) I) 1 . We must compute the hermitian product < (S 2 (i) I) " ; (S 2 (i) I) " 0 > spin ?S 2 (i)qS 2 (i) Note that the`closure' of (S 2 (i) I) " is S 2 (i) S 1 1+" , where the subscripts are taken modulo 2 (see e.g. the discussion of spin structures on the circle in 15]). As already observed in example 8.2, ?((S 2 (i) I) " ) is equal to ((?S 2 (i)) I) 1+" . Hence, the hermitian product is equal to < (S 2 (i) I) " S 2 f0;1g ((?S 2 (i)) I) 1+" 0 > spin = < S 2 (i) The functor V 8k of 8] has the same coe cient ring as the functor V s 8k , and is de ned on a cobordism category C 8k which is obtained from C s 8k by omitting the w 2 -structures. As before, we x k 1 and write V for V 8k , V s for V s 8k , etc. In this and the next section, it will be convenient to use the notation for an object of the cobordism category C (rather than C s ), and to denote an object of C s by ( ; ) (where is a w 2 -structure complementary to the link in ). The spin structure induced by will be denoted by s = ].
We recall the following result of 8]. It is instructive to observe the following corollary, which says that the unspun theory is essentially the sum of the`zero graded parts' of the spin theories.
As already noted in remark 9.3, the module V s (( ; ); 0) is canonically associated to the spin structure s = ], and does not need the precise w 2 -structure to be given. Remark. In the special case K = ;, a similar result was proved in 5] and in a di erent language in 16] (see also 29]). Here, we want to formulate the proof in the language of TQFT.
We de ned, in section 10, the notation S 1 " S 1 " 0 for the torus equipped with a xed w 2 -structure`with parity ("; " 0 )'. An element of V s (S The choice of the j , and the way they are ordered is irrelevant. In the following, we denote such a cobordism by C( ; s) (it is, in fact, a linear combination of cobordisms). Next, we show the following re nement of lemma 16. Here N is a linear combination, but since we added only even colored components, the odd colored sublink is always K odd . Hence Spin(NjK) makes sense, and is canonically identi ed with Spin(MjK). Let~ 2 Spin(NjK) = Spin(MjK). We can compute < (N; e ) > spin as follows. Let be a w 2 -structure on ? l representing the restriction of e to ? l. Let ( ; ) I be the identity cobordism of ( ; ), and let C( ; s) be C( ; s) viewed as a cobordism in C s from ( ; ) to itself, by taking the product w 2 -structure. The following sublemma shows that < (N; e ) > spin =< (M; e ) > spin if s = ], and < (N; e ) > spin = 0 otherwise; which gives the result. Here, the rst map is given is given by glueing in a xed cobordism from b S 2 to ? b S 2 ; as explained in remark 12.6, such a cobordism exists and may be chosen as to induce an isometry here. The second map is the obvious glueing.
The result now follows from the extended multiplicativity formula 13.1 and lemma 17. Remark 18.3 A cobordism category induces a symmetric monoidal category in the sense of MacLane 20] , with identity object given by the empty set, monoidal structure given by disjoint union, and symmetry given by the canonical map 1 q 2 ! 2 q 1 . One can show that V s is a symmetric monoidal functor, provided the symmetry V W ! W V is de ned in the Z=2-graded sense. It is also possible to describe the behaviour of V s with respect to orientation reversal in the language of monoidal categories. Details will be given elsewhere.
19 Dimension formulae Notation. Let g;" denote an object of C s whose underlying manifold is a closed connected surface of genus g 1 (without link), equipped with a spin structure with Arf invariant " 2 f0; 1g. It is well known 10] that on a closed surface any two spin structures with the same Arf invariant are related by a di eomorphism. Hence the rank of V s 8k ( g;" ) is well de ned, and will be denoted by d (") g (8k) . By lemma 17.1, we have b V s 8k ( g;" ) = V s 8k ( g;" q b S 2 ) V s 8k ( 0 g;" ). It follows that the rank of b V s 8k ( g;" ) is also well de ned (we may suppose the di eomorphism referred to above xes a point), and will be denoted by b d (") g (8k). 
